We suggest consistency checks on neutron scattering data on liquid helium under pressure. The theoretically calculated static structure function S(k[P) leads to pressure dependence of the roton gap, momentum, and curvature in general agreement with experiment.
Brillouin-Wigner formula first employed by Jackson and Feenberg 6 expresses the excitation energy 8(kip) in terms of integrals involving S(klp) for given density p. At a fixed temperature, say T = 0 K, the equation of state determines the pressure P corresponding to each p. We thus find a useful integral relation between e(klP) and S(kIP).
Finally, it is actually possible to carry out variational calculations for the ground state of liquid '*He. Such calculations give rise to zero-temperature S(klp), or alternatively S(kIP), as was first demonstrated by Massey. 7 The pressure dependence obtained can be compared directly with experiment. In the following paragraphs we elaborate on some of these remarks.
A natural extension of Feynman's theory of the phonon-roton spectrum to include interference effects results in wave functions in the form of admixtures of single-phonon and multiphonon states. In first approximation, one might consider the space spanned by one-and two-phonon states:
(1) and
i represents density fluctuations operating on the ground state ¢'0. To obtain the optimum linear combination of Ik) and Ik -I,l>, one minimizes the energy expectation value in the state
I with respect to the weighting functions ;k and ~k(I). This calls for the solution of coupled E~er-Lagrange equations, a procedure to be discussed elsewhere) It has been shown s that (i) iterating the Euler-Lagrange equations results in a Briilouin-Wigner energy series, (ii) the series converges rapidly, and (iii) the omission of four-phonon processes described by the matrix elements (k -h, hfHlk -I, I) reduces the series to a much-simpiified formula; the error introduced is small. The relation between e(klp) and $(kJp) to which we alluded is therefore given by 6'9 h~ j.oo f÷l (6) denoting the Feynman spectrum.
eF(klp) --2mS(kip)
We have not been able to obtain neutron scattering data on S(klP).
Elastic x-ray scattering yields the static structure function directly. Plans are now under way t° to carry out these experiments under pressure; data will become available within the next year. In the meantime we resort to varia- 
Co(P) = I-[ exp[½u(roIp)]
where v(r) is taken to be the deBoer-Michels potential, and g(rlp) is the radial distribution function evaluated with the aid of the BBGKY equation: Table I exhibits the main features of the variational results. Because of its two-particle nature, the wave function of Eq. (7) does not contain sufficient structure. The S(klp) peaks are too low and too broad. While it is in principle possible to improve on the Jastrow calculation by introducing three-particle correlations into the wave function, tl we believe that a rough estimate of the pressure dependence maybe obtained from the present two-body correlation calculation. Making use of the zero-temperature equation of state, 12 and expressing the pressure dependence of the position kmax(P) and height of the S(k[P) peak in the following manner:
S(km~x(P)IP ) ~, S(km~x(0)J0)(1 + tiP)
(I 3) we find lal < 3 x 10-3 arm-l-and fl = 3.6 x 10-3 atm-1. These coefficients are offered as predictions.
Substituting the calculated value orS(kip) into Eqs. (5) and (6) and solving them numerically, we find the pressure dependence of the roton parameters as shown in Figs. 1-3 . Table II shows the variation with density p of the gap A, the roton momentum k 0, and the curvature parameter/z. The calculated roton minimum parameters as well as their pressure dependences show significant if semiquantitative agreement with experiment.
TABLE 11
Pressure Dependence of Roton Parameters dA/dp, k a K A a dko/dp, A 2 dp/dp, m,c A a We believe that the discrepancies concerning at least the roton energy gap and its pressure dependence arise primarily from our neglect of higher than two-body correlations in specifying the system's ground state. This is borne out by a previous calculation which showed that three-body correlations tend to raise and sharpen the major peak of the structure function) t Equation (6) then implies that for a given pressure the roton minimum would be lowered, thus approaching the experimental value. Furthermore, the pressure dependence of the gap energy may also be enhanced. This follows from the fact that three-body correlations should become increasingly more important as the density is increased, and thus, according to the above argument, the rate of decrease of the gap energy with pressure increase should be greater than that calculated assuming only two-particle correlations.
It should be mentioned that the experimental S(k) at P = 0 has a notably sharper peak than the Jastrow result. This encourages us to anticipate that analysis of the type proposed here may indeed provide a consistent framework with which to relate experimentally determined e(klP) and S(k[P). In an attempt to assess this view, we include in this report results obtained with experimental S(k]P) at two pressures, l a., There is some tentative evidence of *Note that there are just two data points: P = 0 at T= 1.06K and P = 14.9 atm at 2.05 K.
improved consistency, but note that the higher pressure data were obtained at a higher temperature. Clearly, more experiments are needed.
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